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THE GAS INDUSTRY AIMS AT SAVING 200.000 MORE TONS OF COAL

While the housewife is striving to economise in the use of gas, and

industrial firms are closely watching their gas consumption, the gas industry

itself is making a renewed effort to save fuel.

Demands for gas have gone up by leaps and bounds as the production of

munitions has risen* This, and other wartime conditions, have made it difficult

for the gas industry to maintain the full efficiency of its operations* Changes

in the typos of coal supplied have called for alterations in gas making practice,

and apart from difficulties of maintenance, the great labour shortage has had

serious effects*

None the less, at a meeting between the Fuel Efficiency Committee of the

Ministry of Fuel and Power and the Co-ordinating Committee of the Gas Engineering

Advisory Board that has just taken place, it was announced that the industry

had set itself a target for economising an additional 200,000 tons of coal

in the next year*

This is a larger percentage of the total used at gas-works than might at

first be imagined. For every 100 tons of coal received at the gas-works, the

equivalent of about 73 passes out again to consumers in the form of coke and

gas. Thus, the whole economy must be achieved by saving in the 23 tons out of

every 100 used to make gas and coke, and the economy target of 200,000 tons

represents approximately 4% of the total coal used*

The Regional. Gas Advisory Boards are setting up a "mutual- help" scheme

to improve efficiency, and to ensure that supplies to the consumer arc maintained.

This idea originated in the Birmingham are a where engineers from the larger

undertakings "adopted" some smaller ones nearby. They made regular visits to

give technical advice and assisted wherever possible with loans of equipment,

and even labour*

A travelling laboratory was fitted in a caravan body to tour the undertakings

who lacked chemical assistants, Without these arrangements the supplies of gas

to munition works in this vital area might have been interrupted on many

occasions.

This same organisation is now being extended to other districts of the country,

and used for the economy campaign*

Estimates have been made, for every undertaking, of the proportion of the

total coal that is used to make the rest into gas and coke, and it is the object
of each undertalcing to reduce this 'proportion as much as possible. Encouraging

reports have already been received from some districts of the savings that can

be made through this pooling of technical knowledge in the national interest.

I
n

addition to putting its own house in order, the gas industry has been

giving invaluable assistance to industry through the Industrial Gas Centres, These

Centres were set up throughout the country to provide the services of gas

engineers for dealing with industry’s problems with gas fired furnaces and other

equipment, and they have worked in close co-operation 'with the Regional Fuel

Efficiency Committees of the Ministry of Fuel and power.

Dr, Grumell, Chairman of the Fuel Efficiency Committee, thanked Mr, E,V,

Evans and the Co-ordinating Committee of the Gas Engineering Advisory Board

for attending the meeting. He stressed the seriousness of the 1 coal situation,

and the need for speedy progress in securing greater fuel efficiency. He said

it was clear that as a result of this meeting, the gas industry would be encouraged

to achieve further substantial savings in fuel.
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